The Cauchy condition for convergence of a contractive iteration in a complete metric space is replaced by an equivalent functional condition. Many generalizations of the Banach-Neumann contractive mapping principle follow.
two subsequences xh and xk with xh j^xk , we have that A"-l only if 4 -0. Proof.
First assume that xn-*-xa) in X and let xh and xk be any two subsequences. Then clearly dn=d(xh ,xk )->-0 and so the condition is satisfied.
Next assume the condition is satisfied for a given initial point x0 in X. Then dn=d(xn, xn+x) is a decreasing sequence of nonnegative numbers and so approaches some e^O. Assume £>0. Then letting hn=n and kn=n+\,
we have dn->-s>0 while A"-»-1. So the condition is violated. Thus d(xn, xn+x)->-Ç>. Now assume the given sequence of iterates {xn} is not Cauchy. Then there exists some £>0 such that every tail {xn}"iX of the sequence has diameter Dx=supnmi.Nd(xn, xm)>e. Given this e, we will construct a pair of subsequences violating the condition.
For any n>0, let N" be so large that d(xm, xm+x)<\jn for all m>Nn, as is possible since d(xm, xm+x)->0. Let hn~^.Nn be the lowest integer such that for some kn>hn, d(xhn, xkJ>e. Such pairs exist by the above diameter condition. Next choose kn to be the least such integer above hn. Then either kn-\=hn or else d(xh , xk _i)^e. In either case we have e^dn = d(xK, xkn)<e+\ln.
Moreover, using the triangular inequality on the contraction, we have
So A"->-l while o"n->-£>0, again violating the condition. So {xn} must be a Cauchy sequence in X and as X is complete, we have xn-+xx for some xoe in X. Then by the usual arguments, xx is a unique fixed point off and the proof is complete.
The above proof is essentially that of Theorem 6.1 in [2, p. 197] with the added observation that on a particular iteration, the condition is necessary. A close inspection of the proof shows that the following slight improvement was really proven. Corollary 1.2. Let X be a complete metric space. Let f:X->-X with d(f(x),f(y))<d(x, y)for all x, y in X. Let x0e X and set xn=f(xn_x)for «>0. Then Xn-^-x^ in X, with xx a unique fixed point off, iff for any two subsequences xh and xk with xh ^xk , we have that A"->1, with dn decreasing, only ifdn-^Q.
Proof.
Same as Theorem 1.1.
We now wish to convert this sequential condition to the more customary functional form. Following Rakotch [1] , we define a class of test functions more general than his.
Definition. S is the class of functions oc:/c+-*[0, 1) with
(ii) x(tn)-*l implies tn->0. Notes. (1) We do not assume that a is continuous in any sense. (2) We only require that if a gets near one, it does so only near zero. (3) Using Corollary 1.2, we could replace property (ii) with (ii') a(i")->-l with /" decreasing implies tn->-0. Theorem 1.3. Letf: A'-*A' be a contraction on a complete metric space.
Let x0eX and set xn=f(xn_x) for «>0. Then xn-*xK, where xx is a unique fixed point offin X, iff there exists an a in S such that for all n, m,
Proof. We need only show that the existence of such an a in S is equivalent to the sequential condition of Theorem 1.1. First assume such an a exists. Let xh and xk be subsequences with xh ¿¿xk . Assume that A"-»-l. Then it follows from the above inequality that a.(d(xhn, xkJ)^>-l. But then since a e S, we have d(xh , xk )-*0.
Next assume that the sequential condition holds. Define oc :/?+->-/? as follows:
Since fis a contraction, the quotients are all below 1 and so a is defined for all i>0 and «5Í1. Now assume that a(tn)^-l for /" e R+. We may further assume without loss of generality that 1 -l/«<a(?")^l. We must show i,,->-0. But a(/") is the above least upper bound. So there is for each «>0 a pair xh , xk in {xn} with d(xhn. xkn) ^ /" and .
. d(f(xhn),f{xkn)
) .
--< --:-^ «(íj-« d(xhn, xkn)
So the sequence A"-*l. But then by the sequential condition of Theorem 1.1, d(xh , xk )-»-0. So tn-*0, as was to be shown. This completes the theorem.
A general convergence criterion.
We may now apply the results of §1 to obtain a criterion for convergence of the iteration from an arbitrary starting point. Unfortunately, some generality is lost and the universal condition, while still sufficient, is no longer necessary. Then for any choice of initial point x0, the iteration xn = f(xn_x), «>0, converges to the unique fixed point x^ off in X.
Simply apply Theorem 1.3 to any initial point x0. It should be noted that Theorem 2.1 is essentially the same as Corollary 1 of [2, p. 197] . The improvement afforded by the above presentation is that the essential character of the condition on each orbit is brought out in §1.
3. Some corollaries.
The usefulness of the contraction mapping principle has prompted many generalizations of the original result, which is Theorem 2.1 with cue S being simply a constant function. A few of these are listed below, all of them following easily from Theorem 2.1 (which, as pointed out in §2, is really little more than Corollary 1 of [2, p. 197] ). Proof. Such an a is clearly in the class S. Corollary 3.2. Iff:X^-X is a contraction of a complete metric space
where ol:R+-*[0, 1) and is monotone increasing, then for any choice of x0 in X, the iteration xn = f(x"-i), n>0, converges to a unique fixed point x" off in X.
Proof. As in Corollary 3.1. where a:A+->[0, 1) and is continuous, then for any choice of x0 in X, the iteration xn=f(x"_x), «>0, converges to a unique fixed point xx off in X.
Proof. As in Corollary 3.1.
Remark 1. The last corollary is derived from Theorem 1 of [3, p. 459] . This latter theorem also seems related to Theorem 2.1 and is a corollary, if we were to use the slightly stronger form provided by the Note (3) on the class of functions S in §1.
Remark 2. A paper investigating the relations among these various corollaries will shortly be submitted to the Journal for Mathematical Analysis and Applications.
